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What keywords related to challenges come to your mind for each of the themes of the Conference?

**Theme 1: Core knowledge and evidence**
- care-curriculum
- knowledge
- guidelines
- evidence
- assessment
- curriculum
- knowledge
- delays
- personal-characteristics
- interaction
- heterogeneous
- up-dating-upgrading
- tailored-choice
- unattended-training
- knowledge-assessment
- select-choose
- rapidly-changing
- blended-learning
- lack-of-knowledge
- scientific-rigour
- delays
- basic-knowledge
- modernisation

**Theme 2: Skills & competence**
- supervision
- assess-competence
- competence
- simulation
- time
- age-of-skills
- age-of-care
- practice
- leadership
- management
- training
- coordination
- uniform-training
- feedback
- method
- uniform
- standardisation
- quality
- peer-quality
- feedback
- selection
- interesting
- individual-assessment
- clear-definition
- reporting
- time
What keywords related to challenges come to your mind for each of the themes of the Conference?

Theme 3: Performing into context

Theme 4: Train the trainer